
Social media is all about connecting with people, especially in 
these unprecedented times. For the prevention field, it is a useful way 
for organizations to connect with the communities they serve. Social 
media builds awareness and gives organizations digital presence 
outside of a website. An estimated 3.5 billion people use social media 
worldwide (Digital 2020), which is about half of the current population. 
Social media also provides an opportunity for an organization to 
appear more personable and better connect with its community. 

The average user spends about 3 hours per day on social networks 
(Globalwebindex, 2018), which opens the door for more engagement 
and trust-building. 
 
The pivot from in-person prevention to virtual prevention by way of 
social media can be challenging. CPI has put together a few tips to help 
you and your organization navigate the world of social media. 

THE PREP WORK...
Managing social media accounts for an organization or program is different than running a personal account. One must define a clear 
social media strategy to maximize message efficacy. Here are three key things for the prevention field to keep in mind to establish online 
social presence.

1. IDENTIFY SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS
When considering social media channels, you must first know the audience or community you are targeting, and the platform(s) they use most 
commonly. According to Hootsuite, the four “essential” social media platforms are Facebook (the market leader), Twitter, YouTube, and Instagram, 
with runner-ups including Pinterest, Snapchat and newly popular TikTok.

Generation Zers (according to Pew Research Center, those born after 1997) and millennials (those born between 1981 and 1996) tend to use 
video-based platforms such as YouTube, Snapchat, TikTok, and Instagram over their counterparts. Gen Xers and Baby Boomers primarily use 
image-based platforms: Facebook, Twitter, and Pinterest. If you are unsure which platform to use, ask participants in the community which 
platforms they frequent and proceed accordingly. 

Second, think about the types of content that you plan to post; each platform has its strengths and weaknesses based on the content being 
shared. For example, Facebook is great for sharing article links and longer video content, whereas Instagram is great for quick sharing of images 
and videos or vlogging. It is standard for organizations to have presence on at least two social media platforms to increase the visibility of their 
brand message; however, it is not necessary to be present on every platform.

2. STRUCTURE & STRATEGIZE
As mentioned above, the content you share 
will dictate the types of posts you create as 
well as the platform(s) you use. Mix up posts 
with photos, videos, infographics, and even 
memes when appropriate. 

Here are the five most common types of posts 
used (in no particular order).

#1 BRAND SPECIFIC 
(Brand and campaign awareness)

These types of posts help raise brand awareness 
for the organization by highlighting current events, 
publicizing programs and services, educating the 
community, etc. These posts give the organization a 
personality and voice through consistency; a specific 
design style (determined by the organization’s brand 
guide), and unique hashtags. 

#2 REFLECTIVE 
(Interpersonal, recent event or workshop)

These types of posts can prompt viewers to reflect, share, and engage 
with the content. For example, the post might ask the viewer to share 
their favorite way to celebrate surpassing a milestone, or tips they find 
useful to decompress from a hard day. These posts can also recap events 
and workshops, as well as highlight memories and experiences using 
hashtags such as #throwbackthursdays and #flashbackfridays.

#3 INSPIRATIONAL 
(Quotes and positive messages)

Many people look to quotes for encouragement, motivation, and affirmation 
among many other reasons. These types of posts are great “filler posts” that 
can be used to diversify your content feed. Be mindful of the month’s theme, 
approaching holidays, and current events to use as a source of inspiration.
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https://wearesocial.com/digital-2020
https://www.globalwebindex.com/reports/trends-18
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/01/17/where-millennials-end-and-generation-z-begins/


3. SET GOALS AND MEASURE YOUR SUCCESS
It is important to think about the ways in which social media can help support the mission of your organization. Do you want to raise 
awareness about substance use disorder among Southern California youth? Maybe recruit community volunteers or raise funds. Or 
maybe the objective is to gain a certain number of followers or reposts within a particular timeframe. Determine your goal for each 

post or campaign and make sure it is specific, realistic, and measurable. Here are a few ways to monitor success:

THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN POSTING 

1. Plan Ahead: Content management is key to staying relevant and establishing a valuable social presence. Aim to post once a day, or a 
minimum of 3-4 times per week. Find a frequency that feels right for your organization and your community. Avoid “spam-posting” or 
posting multiple times a day (unless it is relevant) simply to meet a quota – this is the quickest way to annoy your audience and lose 
followers. Maximize your messaging by creating a content calendar, which is a space to curate content and schedule your posts. The three 
common types of content calendars are printed calendars, spreadsheets (Excel and Google Sheets), and apps such as Hootsuite.com and  
Buffer.com.

2. Be Business-Casual: Remember that you’re representing an organization. Check your spelling and grammar and read your post out loud. Do 
not include your personal views and opinions on these accounts, nor language that would seem inflammatory. Consider if the post has the 
potential to be interpreted negatively or become bad publicity for the organization. Find a tone that is professional, but authentic, friendly, 
and relatable. 

3. Be Accurate: Check the facts! Be sure the information that you’re sharing is accurate and credible. Cite sources and provide links whenever 
possible. If you’re reposting from another account, be sure to credit that account. 

4. Invite Conversation: Welcome comments (good and bad) and be respectful. A rule of thumb: if you would not say it in person, do not say it 
online. Delete and report spam and try to respond rather than censor. 

5. Be Social:  Share, engage, like, and comment to build and strengthen the community around you. 

There is a vast variety of other post types in the world of social media, so we encourage you to explore and find the ones that 
you would like to replicate. Keep in mind that your content and the platforms you’re on will guide curation of your posts.

#4 INFORMATIVE 
(Stats, infographics, did you know?)

These types of posts are a great way to provide a new perspective on 
topics and share statistical data that people typically do not think about 
or consider. Find intriguing and insightful facts that are relatable to the 
prevention field. Use this opportunity to translate words into eye-catching 
visuals like infographics and typography designs.

#5 CALL-TO-ACTION
(Directive to take action)

These types of posts are “direct asks” of the viewer to do something – register 
for an event, like/follow/repost/retweet/link, comment below, etc. Use these 
types of posts to give clear instructions for the viewer.
  

Understanding and analyzing this data will give insight on the information your intended audience finds most valuable, and the type of content to create.  

Increase your base by including the organization’s 
social media handle on any and all print materials 
(flyers, posters, etc.) and digital correspondence. 
It’s OK to encourage people to “stay up to date” 
by following these accounts. Also, be sure to follow 
other related accounts and engage with their posts. 
This will help raise your visibility to that account as 

well as their followers.

Different post types will warrant different levels of 
engagement. Facebook Page Insights is a great tool 
built into Facebook’s platform to track how followers are 
interacting with your content. Information such as page 
views, post reach and post engagements are available 
to help you track what works and improve your results 
over time. Instagram (which is owned by Facebook) uses 
a similar analytics tool, and Twitter uses a dashboard 
called Twitter Analytics. Pay attention to the post types 
that have higher activity than others and adjust your 
content calendar accordingly to maximize engagement. 

If you’re looking to drive traffic back to your site to 
view the latest blog post or download a resource, 
reviewing the number of click-throughs may provide 
insight as to whether the audience found your post 
valuable. There are no-cost and inexpensive tracking 
tools such as Sprout Social, Sprinklr, and Brand24 
that can provide this data. Be sure to do your research 
to find the solution that would best serve your 

organization’s goals.

FOLLOWERS CONVERSIONENGAGEMENTS
(likes, follows, comments, reposts/retweets)

https://hootsuite.com/
https://buffer.com/
https://sproutsocial.com/
https://www.sprinklr.com/
https://brand24.com/

